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Cover Photo - Photo of the Month
Photo taken by John Ayre - It was taken with my 17- 40 mm canon lens and rebel 3ti
camera. It is the “paddock” area of Keeneland’s race track in Lexington, KY. The
Keeneland track was founded in 1936 with 2 race meets annually (spring and fall) and it
is the global leader in thoroughbred sales with 3 auctions yearly grossing in excess of
$500 million. Beautiful and friendly facility and a delight for photographers.

Newsletter editor: Bonnie Mangold - submissions to  CCOHnews@gmail.com by 20th

of the month
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CHAIR’S MESSAGE by KEN WEAVER

On September 18th I received information that Kevin Adams, one of our favorite guest speakers and
author of North Carolina Waterfalls, has been quite ill lately and needs a kidney transplant. The great
part of it all is that he has a donor, his wife! The downside is that he is in need of financial assistance.

His stepdaughter has set up a GoFundMe account  which includes all the details.  If you are fortunate
enough to have heard one of Kevin's presentations you first would have been impressed by his
awesome photographic images of waterfalls and night skies.  You would have laughed at his McGyver
approached to using his car heating system to dry out his wet hiking boots after a shoot or his
inventions like the waterfall lens muff to keep his lens dry or even the tripod attachment to hold his wine
glass, which is critical in waterfall photography! Yes, just kidding!

What I am not kidding about is the fact that the goal for funds needed may be too low.
What is amazing though is that, as of this writing, Club Members have personally donated over $1500
to the fund in just a day. I would encourage you all to look at the GoFundMe   page and read about his
needs and contribute whatever you can to help him out.  Let’s exceed that goal!

Kevin has been such an inspiration to so many of us here in North Carolina.  One day at Schoolhouse
Falls  Reid Northrup and I talked with a hiking group  which have set goals of hiking to and viewing one
hundred of Kevin Adams’ waterfalls….yes, he is the Dean of North Carolina Waterfalls and his
guidebook is used daily as hiking and photographic enthusiasts enjoy our wonderful environment.

2018 Monthly Meeting
Themes For Photo Submissions

October - Contrast - Photo Critique by
John Smith

December - Christmas Party

2018 Monthly Meeting Topics
and Presenter
November - Light Room Post Processing
Made Easy by Les Saucier

Gimme Your Best Shot
Themes for website submission

 November - Blue

https://www.kadamsphoto.com/
https://www.gofundme.com/g5kty-kidney-for-kevin
https://www.gofundme.com/g5kty-kidney-for-kevin
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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CCOH FREE MEMBER MINI-WORKSHOP

CCoH is pleased to present the first in a series of mini-workshops that will be
offered to members by members free of charge over the next year:

Subject:  COMPOSITION

Presenter: Susanna Euston, Susanna Euston Photography

Date:   November 15, 2018

Time:   2 PM until 4 PM

Where:  The Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Hendersonville
–     Fellowship Hall; 2021 Kanuga Road, Hendersonville, NC

One of the top areas of interest expressed by our members in response to
our recent workshop survey was Composition.  We are most fortunate that
one of our members, Susanna Euston, an award-winning photographer with
a great many years of experience in design and photographic arts, has
agreed to present this workshop.  Susanna teaches photography at the
Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at UNCA and offers private workshops in
composition and various photographic techniques.

This venue seats 125.  Please join us if you can.  Even if you are an
experienced photographer you may learn something new!

Alison Knaperek, CCoH Workshop Coordinator
workshops.ccoh@gmail.com

General Interest
World Wide Photo
Walk Day: Oct 6th

Find or sponsor a walk at:

http://worldwidephotowalk.com/locations/

Reminder

Hands Across the Sea Competition
2018 CCoH/CoL&CPS Comp

We need your images!
by 31st Oct 2018

See the link here for instructions

Categories

Dramatic Light
Urban Life
Weather
Motion

Images for selection should be sent to Greg
Lambert via  Greg_Lambert2@hotmail.com

Thanks for your participation and hopefully
we can win this friendly competition again
this year!

http://mountainlens.com/
http://worldwidephotowalk.com/locations/
http://www.cameraclubofhendersonville.com/ccoh/clccps-competition
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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Kudos                                                               Volunteers Needed

CCoH Members,

The Camera Club of Hendersonville is a non-profit, volunteer
driven organization dedicated to photographers desiring to improve
their photographic skills and knowledge in association with others
so motivated. Without volunteers, the Club would not exist. We
need Members to “raise their hand” and say “ I can do that!”
Volunteering is an excellent way to meet other Club Members,
learn new photographic skills, and become more involved in this
community of photographers.

Below is a list of positions available in 2019. By more Club
Members becoming involved, the overall work load is diminished
dramatically. Click on the job title to see a job description. All of the
positions are for 2019.

Exhibitions Coordinator

New Members Coordinator

Field Trip Coordinator

Hospitality Coordinator

If you have any questions after reading the job descriptions above
please contact Ken Weaver

Werner and Kay Bonitz at the opening of HeART to
HeART at the Flat Rock Gallery.  Kay transfers
images of Werner’s photographic textures onto her
polymer clay jewelry.

http://mountainlens.com/
https://www.cameraclubofhendersonville.com/exhibitions-coordinator
https://www.cameraclubofhendersonville.com/new-members-coordinator-09-17-2018.pdf
https://www.cameraclubofhendersonville.com/field-trip-coordinator-09-17-2018.pdf
https://www.cameraclubofhendersonville.com/hospitality-coordinator-10-20-2016.pdf
mailto:kennethweaver@kenzlenz.com
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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Workshop Announcement
Camera Club of Hendersonville Custom Designed Lightroom
Workshop

Results of the recent Workshop survey have been reviewed and
your voices have been heard!

An overwhelming number of members have expressed an interest
in improving their postprocessing skills.

So, the club’s educational team has made arrangements with Les
& Janet Garrity Saucier (https://saucierphoto.com/) to conduct a 2
day hands-on Lightroom workshop designed for the beginner –
intermediate user. Learn all about Lightroom right here in your own
back yard of Hendersonville, NC!

Hendersonville Activities Center
January 31 – February 1, 2019
9:00 AM – 4:30 PM

This workshop is not to be missed!

The cost for this hands-on workshop is only $125.00 per person! A
real bargain, since comparable workshops could cost twice that
amount! Your workshop fee also includes instructional hands-outs
and light snacks.

For more specific details and on-line registration visit the club’s
website.

Participation is limited to 12 so the workshop will fill up
quickly – don’t delay!

2019 - Lightroom Workshop by the Sauciers

https://www.cameraclubofhendersonville.com/ccoh_saucier_2019_lightroom_workshop.pdf
http://ccoh.bedells.net/
http://mountainlens.com/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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Previous Meeting:  Sharing Creative Visions

The 2019 Steering Committee was nominated and approved:
Ginny Bedell,  Bob Coffey, Bonnie Mangold, Marge Peterson, Ken
Weaver.

David Avigdor  shared his journey to becoming a photographer
- initially to spend more time outdoors when he stopped enjoying
20 mile hikes.  He started with nature photography and trips to
distant locales.  At this time, galleries in Upstate NY were most
interested in his waterfall photographs even though he began to
enjoy taking urban photographs.  He applied to a juried show with
his nature photography but was able to switch to his urban
photography for the show.  After that show, he began getting
more requests for his urban work.

After moving to Weaverville, NC, he made contact with a gallery
opening up in town and currently exhibits his work there. He
started out with a Nikon D80.  During a camera upgrade cycle, he
converted an old camera to an Infrared (IR) camera.  During the
Q/A he gave his philosophy on pricing his work, shooting with a
tripod vs handheld, and his workflow regarding choosing photos.
He only deletes defective photos and keeps the rest.  The ways
he learned photography were reading information online,
watching youtube videos, taking vacation photography
workshops, and joining photoclubs that had fieldtrips and photo
critiques.

Some of his photography from his website is shown on the right.

Top Right is “Trickle Down” Rickett’s Glen State Park, PA.

Lower Right is “The City from the Park”  an Infrared photograph in
NYC

http://mountainlens.com/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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Previous Meeting:  Sharing Creative Visions

Bonnie Cooper  described the story and process behind her
new work entitled “Interbeing Project: Interface of woman and
nature”

She described her initial amorphous idea that wouldn’t leave her.
It was about being so connected with nature that “you become a
part of it and it becomes a part of you.”  The project wasn’t named
until the very end.

She described the steps and persistence needed to find her
female models and her need to increase her skills using
photoshop.  After creating a photo with her first model and
showing it to her friends, she ended up with a waiting list for
models.  She used the model’s favorite aspect of nature to choose
how she would portray the model within nature.  Afterwards,
Bonnie interviewed the models about the process and their
thoughts on seeing the images.  This became the basis for the
text she included with the photographs in her new Interbeing
book.

She had 24 hours to name the project when the Asheville
Museum needed a name for her show.  She used the buddhist
concept of never isolated or “interbeing” to represent the interface
of females with nature as part of her title.

She found the rewards of this project to be connection, trust,
vulnerability and what she learned about photography and herself.

Two of her Interbeing photos are shown at right:

Upper right photo: Trust

Lower right photo: Meeting at the edge

http://mountainlens.com/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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Previous Meeting:  Sharing Creative Visions
Jeff Miller and April Johnson talked about making Mountain
Lens Workshop and provided some of the renovation pictures of
the workshop along with their personal photographic journeys.

April began her journey with architectural black and white
photographs and currently is exploring pet photography.

Photos below are from their website or facebook pages.

http://mountainlens.com/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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Previous Meeting:  Sharing Creative Visions
Milt Putnam described his experience as the Navy photographer covering the recovery of Apollo II, the first mission to land on the
moon. Apologies to Milt, the photos became far more grainy than what was provided and hence only one photo was shown.

http://mountainlens.com/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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CCOH Picnic - Sept 2018 at Holmes Educational Center:  photos by Dennis Guffey

Thanks to organizers:  Diane Trochim, Judy Tuthill, and Paula Stankovich

http://mountainlens.com/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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CCOH Picnic - Sept 2018 at Holmes Educational Center:  photos by Dennis Guffey

http://mountainlens.com/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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Chihuly Glass at Biltmore  - Send in 1 to 2 of your photos after you go! ccohnews@gmail.com

Unedited Photos by Cynthia Riley with her iphone

mailto:CCOHnews@gmail.com
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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Chihuly Glass at Biltmore:  Send in 1 to 2 of your photos after you go!  ccohnews@gmail.com

Photos by Valerie Klevan

mailto:CCOHnews@gmail.com
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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Upcoming Meeting: Photo Critique of CONTRAST  by JOHN SMITH

John Smith’s inspiration for his landscape photography comes from the mountains of Western
North Carolina. His goal is to capture the beauty and majesty of these mountains on a printed
piece of paper. He wanted to be able to share his images so all could understand what it is like
to live in such splendor. He cannot remember a time when he was not interested in
photography in all its forms.

His start was as a professional photographer doing primarily commercial work. He then began
to develop and print his own prints. When he began taking landscapes he became interested
in displaying photography as art, whether putting the image behind glass or applying protective
coatings as he now uses. The coating gives a protective UV matte finish. The final image is a
culmination of capturing the image, interpreting it on printed paper and framing it for all to
enjoy. Above all, he is interested in having his photography seen as an art, an interpretation of
the scene as seen through the eyes of a photographer, just as the painted scene is seen
through the eye of the artist. (Info + photos from the website hyperlinked via his name above)

Submit your photos to Peter Jones pjones42@bellsouth.net by Oct 20th 11:59PM

http://twigsandleaves.com/category_69/John-Smith.htm
http://twigsandleaves.com/category_69/John-Smith.htm
mailto:pjones42@bellsouth.net
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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The Learning Corner………………………..GINNY BEDELL, Education Director

Blue Images on this page from the web: Fabric and butterfly on site by Art Jinni; on other pages from links in this article

All things Color … The Color Blue

“The purist and most thoughtful minds are those which love
color the most” -

John Ruskin, The Stones of Venice

To see color, you have to see light!
When light shines on an object some colors bounce off the object
and others are absorbed by it. So, our eyes only see the colors
that are bounced off or reflected.
The sun’s rays contain all the colors of the rainbow (red, orange,
yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet) mixed together. This mixture is
known as white light. When white light strikes a white crayon or
marker barrel, it appears white to us because it absorbs no color
and reflects all color equally. A black crayon or marker cap
absorbs all colors equally and reflects none, so it looks black to
us. While artists consider black a color, scientists do not because
black is the absence of all color.
All light rays contain color. Light is made of electromagnetic
waves. These waves spread out from any light source, such as
the sun. Light waves travel at tremendous speed (186,000 miles

or 300,000 kilometers per second). Different colors have different
wavelengths, which is the distance between corresponding parts
of two of the waves. The longest wavelength of light that humans
can see is red. The shortest is violet. Ultraviolet has an even
shorter wavelength, but humans cannot see it. Some birds and
bees can see ultraviolet light. Infrared has a longer wavelength
than red light, and humans cannot see this light but can feel the
heat infrared generates. (Courtesy of Crayola Crayons.)
Here's more information about how we see color:

https://ed.ted.com/lessons/how-do-we-see-color-colm-kelleher

Did you know?
�� Egyptian blue, the first color to be synthetically pro-

duced, was invented in Ancient Egypt around 2,200
B.C., around the same time the Great Pyramids were
built.

The History and Science Behind the Color Blue:

https://www.procamapp.com/
https://www.procamapp.com/
https://artjinni.com/pictures-to-color-blue/pictures-to-color-blue-30d856bfa2b686001a7a9f93b1cd8877-silk-charmeuse-mood-fabrics/
 https://ed.ted.com/lessons/how-do-we-see-color-colm-kelleher
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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The Learning Corner…cont……………………………….……..GINNY BEDELL, Education Director

Blue with its various shades appears to be a popular and common
color in our modern society. However, the color has not always
been so common. In fact, much of the science and history of blue
might surprise you.
The first color words to appear in English, and most other lan-
guages, were words for "white" and "black." Next, red, the color of
wine and blood appeared, followed by yellow and then green.
Blue appeared last!
Digging a little deeper into the history of blue, historians conclud-
ed that the word "blue" did not even exist in Greek times. In the
Odyssey, for example, Homer makes hundreds of references to
white and black, but colors like red and yellow are only mentioned
a few times. The color blue, it turns out, is never mentioned. In-
stead, Homer uses descriptions like "wine-dark" to describe blue
items such as the sea. It seems blue as a color was barely distin-
guished from "neutral" shades like white, light and dark. It simply
was not important enough to deserve its own descriptor.
Scientists generally agree that humans began to see blue as a
color when they started making blue pigments. It was at this time
that an Egyptian word for "blue" emerged. Slowly, the Egyptians
spread their blue dyes throughout the word, passing them on to
the Persians, Mesoamericans and Romans.

If you think about it, there is not a lot of blue in nature. Most
people do not have blue eyes, blue flowers do not occur naturally
without human intervention (see references at end of article), and
blue animals are rare -- bluebirds and blue jays only live in
isolated areas. The sky is blue -- or is it? One theory suggests that
before humans had words for the color blue, they actually saw the
sky as another color. This theory is supported by the fact that if
you never describe the color of the sky to a child, and then ask
them what color it is, they often struggle to describe its color.

Some describe it as colorless or white. It seems that only after
being told that the sky is blue, and after seeing other blue objects
over a period of time, does one start seeing the sky as blue.
Additionally, studies of an ancient Nubian tribe indicate that they
did not have separate words for the colors green or blue. Thus, it
seems that since there was no word for the color blue, early
humans did not really notice it.

https://www.dunnedwards.com/colors/specs/posts/the-history-
and-science-behind-the-color-blue

The Modern History of Blue:
The history of blue as a color for everyday man began when the
Roman Catholic Church made an important move in the year 431
AD. At this time, the Church decided to color-code the saints, and
Mary was given a blue robe. Over time, the shade of blue that
Mary wore became what is now known as "navy blue." Because
Mary stood for innocence and trustworthiness, the color blue was
seen as a positive light. This same navy blue was adopted by mili-
taries and police to convey a similar essence of trust.
As navy blue became more popular among authorities, people
began to associate it with the idea of authority. Thus, different
shades of blue needed to be developed in order to convey the col-
or's original peaceful, subdued meaning. Robin's egg blue and
pale, powder blue were developed for this purpose.
The history of blue as "the color for boys" is an even newer notion
that primarily arose after the post-World War II baby boom. It
came about as a marketing scheme, as manufacturers could sell
more clothes if some were distinctly for boys, and others were dis-
tinctly for girls.

https://www.procamapp.com/
https://www.procamapp.com/
https://www.dunnedwards.com/colors/specs/posts/the-history-and-science-behind-the-color-blue
https://www.dunnedwards.com/colors/specs/posts/the-history-and-science-behind-the-color-blue
https://www.dunnedwards.com/colors/specs/posts/the-history-and-science-behind-the-color-blue
https://www.dunnedwards.com/colors/specs/posts/the-history-and-science-behind-the-color-blue
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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The Learning Corner…cont……………………………….……..GINNY BEDELL, Education Director

Now, like the ancient Egyptians, people adore the color blue. It is
used widely in interior design and fashion, and not only is there a
word for blue -- there are hundreds of words for various shades.

Symbolism and Meaning:
Blue is the color of the sky and sea. It is often associated with
depth and stability. It symbolizes trust, loyalty, wisdom,
confidence, intelligence, faith, truth, and heaven.
Blue is considered beneficial to both the mind and body.
Reportedly, the color slows human metabolism and produces a
calming effect. Blue is strongly associated with tranquility and
calmness. In heraldry, blue is used to symbolize piety and
sincerity.
Blue is commonly used to promote products and services related
to cleanliness (water purification filters, cleaning liquids), air and
sky (airlines, airports, air conditioners), water and sea (sea
voyages, mineral water). As opposed to emotionally warm colors
like red, orange, and yellow; blue is linked to consciousness and

intellect. Blue has been used to suggest precision when promoting
high-tech products.
Blue, according to studies, is considered to be a masculine color.
It is highly accepted among males. Dark blue is associated with
depth, expertise, and stability and is a preferred color for
corporate America.
Blue is often avoided when promoting food and cooking! Why?
Because blue suppresses appetite. When used together with
warm colors like yellow or red, blue can create high-impact,
vibrant designs; for example, blue-yellow-red is a perfect color
scheme for a superhero.
Light blue is associated with health, healing, tranquility,
understanding, and softness; whereas dark blue represents
knowledge, power, integrity, and seriousness.

Science Behind Blue:
Why is the sky blue?
To understand why the sky is blue, we need to understand what
light and color are all about!
Sunlight, or visible light, is white but it is made of all the rainbow
colors: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet. Visible
light travels in waves. The waves are too small and travel too
quickly for us to see. Colors like red, orange and yellow travel in
longer waves and have less energy. Colors like blue, indigo and
violet travel in shorter waves and have more energy. When waves
of light are moving along and run into some type of matter, they
can transfer some energy and certain types of light waves can be
scattered.
Earth's atmosphere contains molecules of gas, mostly nitrogen
and oxygen, as well as smaller amounts of carbon dioxide,
aerosols, dust, and ozone. These particles scatter some waves of
light more easily than others. The shorter waves, such as violet

https://www.procamapp.com/
https://www.procamapp.com/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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The Learning Corner…cont……………………………….……..GINNY BEDELL, Education Director

and blue, are the most likely to be scattered. The sky is blue
because our eyes are not very sensitive to the violet light that is
scattered.

More about Rainbows:

Rainbows appear in seven colors because water droplets break
white sunlight into the seven colors of the spectrum (red, orange,
yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet). You can only see a rainbow if
the Sun is behind you and the rain in front.
Today we see blue all around us. There’s the blue of a Robin’s
egg, 15 blues of Crayola crayons, blueberries, Eastern bluebird,
Bluejay, Little Blue heron. Can you add to the list? Or, perhaps
you’d like to test your knowledge of blue by taking the quiz below?
Test your knowledge on this miscellaneous quiz to see how you
do and compare your score to others.
https://www.sporcle.com/games/MSUKent/things-that-are-blue

Looking forward to seeing your Blue Gimme Your Best Shot
images next month.

Resources to look at:
1. https://saucierphoto.com/how-to-create-with-color/

2. The Secret Lives of Color by Kasia St. Clair (2106) Penguin
Books

3. Why Blue is So Rare in Nature?  -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3g246c6Bv58

4. True Blue Hues for You! –
http://www.learn2grow.com/inspirations/gardenstyles/themes/T
rueBlueHues.aspx

5. What Flowers are Naturally Blue? -
https://www.hunker.com/12000239/what-flowers-are-naturally-
blue

https://pixabay.com/en/blue-color-crystals-colorful-881074/

https://www.procamapp.com/
https://www.procamapp.com/
https://www.sporcle.com/games/MSUKent/things-that-are-blue
https://www.sporcle.com/games/MSUKent/things-that-are-blue
https://saucierphoto.com/how-to-create-with-color/
https://saucierphoto.com/how-to-create-with-color/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3g246c6Bv58
http://www.learn2grow.com/inspirations/gardenstyles/themes/TrueBlueHues.aspx
http://www.learn2grow.com/inspirations/gardenstyles/themes/TrueBlueHues.aspx
https://www.hunker.com/12000239/what-flowers-are-naturally-blue
https://www.hunker.com/12000239/what-flowers-are-naturally-blue
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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Inspirational Photographer……….…………………………………………………….……. Trey Ratcliff

Thanks to Kim Maxwell for submitting Trey’s name

Trey’s bio in bullets from his website:
● I was born blind in one eye and still only see out of my left. I call it “The Gift.”
● My degree was Computer Science and Math and I did that for 35 years before finally diving full-

time into my creative side.
● I started the blog StuckInCustoms.com immediately after getting a digital DSLR and started

sharing 1 photo per day, stories, and free tutorials to help everyone enjoy this strange world of
HDR Photography that I was discovering for myself. I was obsessed. As of the time of writing
this, that was about 10 years ago and I still publish one photo per day and I love it. Here is the
HDR Tutorial by the way.

● The site became very popular and I started getting into social media. Now, if you add up all
platforms (FB, Insta, Pinterest, Google, Twitter), I have about 16 million followers and I love all
these Internet friends!

https://www.stuckincustoms.com/
https://www.stuckincustoms.com/
https://www.stuckincustoms.com/trey-ratcliff/
https://www.stuckincustoms.com/hdr-tutorial/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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Northern Lights Photography: Lessons And Adventures……………………………..Bob Benedict

I convinced my wife, Judy Rountree-Benedict, that we ought to go
on an organized photo trip to shoot the Northern Lights. The result
was three attempts –the first two in Iceland and the most recent
one in Churchill Manitoba. In Iceland, we chose Wild Photography
Holidays and in Churchill the Natural Habitat Seven Day Northern
Lights Photography Tour.

When and Where to Photograph the Northern Lights
The best chance to see the northern lights is between the months
of October and March when long and dark nights render the lights
more visible. As one should be above the arctic circle, the prime
locations for seeing the lights include Iceland, northern Alaska,
Lofoten, Norway and Churchill, Manitoba. The average night time
temperatures in these locations are also a consideration, as they
can vary from -35°F in northern Alaska and Lofoten, Norway to
25°F in Reykjavik, Iceland.

Preparation: Extreme Cold Weather Clothing
While many of us have taken shots in cold weather, any
temperature of -25°F or lower is an added dimension. For
Churchill, Natural Habitat (Nat Hab) has taken some tips from the
Field Manual for the U.S. Antarctic Program. There are four layers
of Extreme Cold Weather (ECW) Clothing. Our base layer clothing
was middle-weight polypropylene wicking thermal underwear -
tops and bottoms. Polypropylene works the best, but wool and silk
are the best substitute natural fibers. The mid layer is the most
important as shirts, sweaters, and trousers need to absorb
moisture out of long underwear. Bob packed two wool shirts. Judy,
being allergic to wool, chose a polyester shirt. Flannel lined jeans
were popular with some in our groups, but we did not try them. For
the third insulation layer an outer garment with several inches of
loft is needed. We have several vests with either Polarguard,
Holofil, Thinsulate or Primaloft insulation. Down loses most of its
loft when wet and takes a long time to dry. For the outer layer, in
Iceland we wore the red jackets given us on an Antarctica visit.
However Natural Habitat said that in Churchill such jackets were

considered “summer jackets”. Instead we were issued Nat Hab’s
N-3B Snorkel Parkas. This parka, considered one of the world’s
warmest coats, was issued by the U.S. military during the 1950’s
to flight crews in bitterly cold regions. Nat Hab also issued
balaclavas for under the parka hood and heavy-duty gloves.
Instead of those gloves our first layer was Columbia Omni-Heat
Touch Glove Liners. They allowed us to control the camera’s
touch screen without taking the liners off. For the outer layer, in
Iceland we purchased what have been described as Convertible
Mitts or Wool Fingerless Gloves with a Knitted Fold Back Top. The
top of the mitt folds back allowing the glove liners to be used. The
top is then placed back over the liner after camera adjustments
have been made. An example is “Fingerless Woolen Gloves
Keilir.”

Extreme Cold Weather Photography
Most cameras are cold proof to a certain point (usually 32°F). As
the night temperature in Churchill dipped to -24°, the following tips
for taking photos in cold weather were necessary:

1. Use a UV or clear filter to protect the front element of the
lens from moisture or snow.

2. In cold temperatures batteries discharge faster, so spares
are a necessity. Given the time spent in warming huts, I found
that two spare batteries were sufficient.

3. Keep the camera and batteries as warm as possible. The
heavy fur-lined parkas provided by Natural Habitat did not
allow for cameras to be kept under them, but extra batteries
were kept in the pockets. Once a low or no power battery is
brought back in from the cold it should function regularly after
being recharged.

4. Cold weather experts say not to rely on the camera’s rear
LCD screen (or what Canon calls LiveView). As it gets colder

https://www.procamapp.com/
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the monitor will often exhibit slower refresh times. Other
problems such as color shifts, loss of clarity and even having
the screen blackout can occur. As a “newbie’ northern lights
photographer shooting in the dark, I had to use LiveView to
give me a better idea of what was captured. In addition,
because my shooting times varied from 10 to 30 seconds, I did
not notice slower refresh rates or any of the other problems
that can occur.

5. While still outside, wrap the cold camera in a large airtight
plastic bag. That way when going inside to a warming hut, the
moisture will form on the outside of the bag, instead of the
inside and outside of the camera. While the small amount of
water that occurs is not a huge concern, any moisture within a
camera body cannot easily be wiped clean.

6. When going back to lodging keep the camera in the bag for
about two hours before transferring photos to a computer.

Camera Equipment
A number of cameras (particularly full frame cameras) advertise
they are “weather-sealed” or “weather-resistant”. While there is
not a specific or universal standard for weather sealing, generally
these cameras have added rubber housing and sealing on the
body and around the buttons that makes them resistant to
moisture and dust. Obviously, such cameras are preferable for the
rugged conditions photographing the Aurora Borealis.

However, my first trip to Iceland in 2013 was with a five-year-old
Canon t4i. In 2014 because of chronic back problems, a move
was made to a Panasonic Lumix bridge camera, the FZ1000. Its
25-400mm/F2.8-4 Leica lens and 1-inch sensor fit my
requirements for most outings. By the last trip to Churchill in 2017
the t4i was in the “aged” category. Its use in all three northern
lights attempts was due to the ability to change lenses.

For northern lights photography three lens suggestions are made.
The first is for a lens that is fast, i.e., has a low f/stop number. The
minimum should be f/4, while f/1.4 is ideal.  Second, an ultra-wide-
angle lens is recommended. This is usually in the range of 10-
12mm for crop frame sensors and 17mm for full frame sensors.
Third, a manual focus lens is preferred. This is because if
temperatures become too cold, a focusing motor can begin to
operate more slowly and can be prone to focus hunting as battery
power begins to fade. Of these three elements preference is given
to the fastest lens possible. Therefore, for the first Iceland trip a
Canon EF 24 f/1.4 II was rented. As few opportunities for shooting
the lights occurred, lens rentals for later trips did not seem cost-
effective. For these trips, the t4i was paired with my Sigma f/4.5
10-24mm lens.

The shutter release cable was Canon’s basic one – the SMDV.
The tripod was a MeFoto GlobeTrotter aluminum model. An
aluminum tripod is an effective conductor of cold temperatures, is
more difficult to work with, and can even be painful if touched with
bare fingers. However, using gloves with the tripod seemed more
cost effective than spending an extra $100 for a carbon fiber
tripod, or even leg warmers for the aluminum one.

Other necessary accessories are a flashlight and a headlamp.
The headlamp is necessary for changing camera settings. Also,
when other photographers are nearby, the red-light option on the
headlamp is necessary to avoid light pollution.

Aids for Photographing
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in
conjunction with the National Weather Service runs the Space
Weather Prediction Service. The Service’s Planetary K-Index is
used to predict the level of geomagnetic storms that have the
potential of wreaking havoc on electrical power grids, radio signals
etc. In doing so they forecast the intensity of the Aurora Borealis.
Figure 1 shows the Space Weather Prediction Center’s (SWPC)

https://www.procamapp.com/
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Auroral Forecast for March 6, 2017. The Probability of Visible
Aurora was about 30%.

Several apps, such as My Aurora Forecasts and Alerts by
jRuston, are available for iOS and Android and use this data to
project cloud cover and viewing probability for various areas.
Generally, a KP value of 3 or above is necessary for the northern
lights to be visible, with 5 indicating a minor geomagnetic storm
and 9 an extreme storm. With a K value of 5 or above, the
northern lights can be viewed on a band stretching from
Washington state to New York state.

Iceland Northern Lights or Lack Thereof
Iceland was chosen for the first two attempts because of the
warmer temperatures and such iconic photographic foregrounds
as Mount Kirkjufell and the ice beaches of Jokulsarlon.

The first trip in 2013 saw several nights of intense cloud cover.
Then for two days and nights hurricane force winds prevailed. A
couple not with our group tried to make it to their next lodging
reservation. We later found out the windows of their rental car
were blown out by the wind. There was only one night when the
weather was clear. Even then we set up behind a house that
provided a wind break. After a long wait only a faint green glow
was seen. While that glow was enhanced with a 20 second
exposure seen in Figure 2, it was not a real northern lights siting.

Undeterred, we went back to Iceland in 2015 with Wild
Photography Holidays. During one outing we got caught in a
whiteout and one of our two vans went off the road and down an
embankment. In a desperate attempt to capture the lights, I spent
the last night in the back of a van parked at the base of Mount
Kirkjufell, Iceland’s most photographed mountain. The only result
of this vigil was a 4am photo of the mountain. (Figure 3). The staff
of Wild Photography Holidays gave us the dubious distinction of
being on the two wildest tours ever.

Figure 1: SWPC Auroral Forecast

Figure 2: Iceland.               ISO 1600; 24mm; f/1.8; 20.0 sec.

https://www.procamapp.com/
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Churchill Northern Lights
Churchill, Manitoba is near the western shore of Hudson Bay, and
has one of the most active auroral displays in the world.
Moreover, night time temperatures in March average a rather
balmy -24° F when compared to Lofoten, Norway.

In 2017, we ran into some of the same cloudy weather issues
experienced in Iceland. In addition, veteran northern lights
photographers say the best photos are taken when the moon is in
its quarter phase, where the sky is darker and the colors show up
better. At the full moon phase the lights often appear washed out.
Naturally we were there during the full-moon phase. To illustrate
the problem, Figure 4 is shown with little post processing.

As a workaround, the plan was to photograph the lights before the
moon had risen. The K values for Churchill from 9-12pm on the

Figure 3: Mt Kirkjufell.                  ISO 1600; 24mm; f/1.4;  15.0 sec.

Figure 5: Tent.                          ISO 1600; 10mm;  F/4;   30.0 sec.

Figure 4: Full Moon                   ISO 1600; 10mm;  F/4;   30.0 sec.

https://www.procamapp.com/
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nights of March 6 and March 7, 2017 were 3. The lights appeared
around 9pm on that first night, resulting in Figures 5- 6. The

exposure time for both photos led to some blurring of the stars.
This is particularly evident when compared to the relatively sharp
image of the stars in Figure 2, taken with the faster Canon lens. In
Figure 6 the lights were also moving faster, leading to blurring.
Some light pollution from Churchill is also evident in the lower
center of the photo.

The photos do show the shades of green common in most Aurora
shots. This is because most solar particles collide in the
atmosphere at an altitude of 60 to 150 miles where there are high

concentrations of oxygen. The multi-colored photos of red,
yellows, purples etc. are much less common and happen either
during periods of high solar activity, or when some photographers
claim artistic license and artificially enhance the colors of the
lights.

On the second night the location changed, as Natural Habitat has
its own “Aurora Pod”, seen in Figure 7. The Pod has a glass roof
and glass sides, is heated, has theatre type seats, and is towed
outside of the lights of Churchill. The major drawback of this
location is finding a suitable foreground - the land is flat and has
relatively few trees. In addition, the tree in the center of Figure 7 is
an example of the strong winds blowing off Hudson’s Bay. Trees
out in the open are bent over, while growth on the side facing the
wind is stunted. I did straighten out the trees, while also
compensating for the barrel distortion of my ultra-wide-angle lens.

Figure 6: Auroral Fountain.  ISO 1600; 10mm; F/4; 15 sec.

Figure 7: Aurora Pod.                                              ISO 1600; F/4.5; 10 sec.

https://www.procamapp.com/
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The black area on the right side of Figure 8 gives an idea of just
how much of the side foreground would need to be cropped to
compensate for already curved trees plus barrel distortion. Figure
9 shows how the amount of foreground is lessened once barrel
distortion cropping is done.

Leaving Churchill proved to be an adventure as well. Our tour was
cut short by a day due to a major storm warning. As the snow
began to fall we waited to see whether the only flight that would
connect with Winnipeg would actually land. It did, and we avoided
the third longest storm ever recorded to hit Churchill. While the
snowfall was about two feet, the 120 mph winds created drifts of
up to 9 meters (29 feet). The town is only served by rail and air,
and those services were shut down for four days.

Conclusion
My experience hopefully shows how much of Aurora Borealis
photography is due to the luck-of-the-draw, and the camera
equipment used. Iceland certainly has the advantage of (generally)
warmer temperatures, dramatic foreground locations and ease of
getting there. Moreover, some friends of ours have spent only a
couple of days in the Iceland and had a great sighting of the lights.

Given another opportunity and greater resources, I would buy or
rent a more recent enthusiast camera body, such as the 80D and
rent the Canon EF 24 f/1.4 lens again. If I could find suitable
foregrounds in Churchill, and if the lights were not moving rapidly, I
would shoot a sequence of vertical shots and combine them to
insure adequate attention to the foreground.

Figure 8:  Barrel Distortion Compensated For, But Uncropped
 ISO 1600; 11mm;  F/4.5;  30 sec.

Figure 9: Needs More Foreground                   ISO  1600; 11mm; F/4.5; 10 sec.
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Beautiful wild horses, handsome cowboys, deserted beaches in
the South of France, lavender fields in bloom: what could spoil the
fun of this photography workshop?  Swarms of mosquitos, sweaty

hip waders and swamp mud deep enough to trap the unwary for a
start!  My recent trip to the Camargue region of France to
photograph the wild white horses was a fabulous experience 

https://www.procamapp.com/
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Photographing the Wild Horses of the Camargue…cont…………………………………Wendy Brookes
despite the bugs and the mud.  Jennifer King and Randy Wilson
led a small group of us into the marshes along the Mediterranean
coast west of Marseille where the herd of Camargue horses have
lived for centuries.

The Camargue horse is one of the most ancient breeds of horse
in the world.  Strong, sturdy and agile, these horses are
indigenous to the swamps of France and live in a semi feral state.
They are branded and registered and are looked after by the
gardiens, the traditional French cowboys who herd the black bulls
raised in the area for bull fighting.  There are some horses that
have been trained to the saddle for the gardiens to ride, but the
designation of Camargue horse is carefully controlled.  Foals
must be born outside or sous berceau – under the cradle -  to be

considered true Camargue horses.  Adults are branded and
watched over, but live in a wild state.

We were led into the depths of the marshes by Patrice, a keen
photographer and a member of the family of gardiens who watch
over the horses.  Beyond the reach of normal travelers, this was a
wild and wonderful place.  We were at times waist deep in the
water amongst the reeds and mud and at other times on open
beaches.  The gardiens brought in a small herd of horses and ran
them either past us or right towards us as fast as possible. The
heart pounding rush of the horses, water splashing everywhere,
the crack of the whip and the calling of the gardiens was over in
less than a minute as we struggled to compose, focus and shoot.
The horses were then given a chance to rest before the next run
and would wander over to see what we were doing.  They would

https://www.procamapp.com/
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pick up and shake backpacks, knock over tripods, snuffle our
necks and rest a thousand pounds of wet horse against our backs
as we struggled to remain upright.  Even the small foals would
allow us to get within a few feet of them. At one point I found
myself in the center of the herd, surrounded on all sides by mares
and foals who were unconcerned by my
presence.  It was an extraordinary moment and one that I will
never forget.

Photographing these beautiful horses was by far the most
challenging experience of my creative life.  I normally work very
slowly and carefully, checking each image before shooting
another.  My favored methods would not work for this situation
where the action was fast and furious and over in a minute.  There
was no time to compose, to change lenses or even to think. All I

could do was to reassess my choices before the next run.   I use a
Nikon D810 and counted on my favorite 24-120mm zoom lens for
most situations.  For this trip I had purchased the 200-500mm
zoom and brought along a wide angle 14-24mm as well.  A tripod
was a necessity due to the weight of the big zoom but it also
forced me to stay in the same position for the duration of the run.
My only equipment regret was the lack of a gimballed tripod head
which would have allowed me more freedom of movement without
sacrificing sharpness.

With each run I tried different settings for shutter and aperture,
testing the effect on splashing water and moving horse.  I set my
shutter on continuous mode and quickly learned that if I began to
shoot while the horses were far away, the camera would stop
shooting in order to store images just as the horses were in

https://www.procamapp.com/
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perfect range.  I began to
slow down and not use the
continuous shutter until the
horses were closer.  The
sheer panic of the situation
disappeared as I grew used
to the conditions and I
concentrated on correcting
mistakes with each
successive shoot.  For the
most part, I had the shutter
speed set between 300 and
600, and aperture of f11-16
and an ISO that varied to
balance the exposure.  There
were times I prioritized an
exact focus and set my
shutter speed at 600 to catch
the water droplets and the
blowing manes.  At other
times I dropped the shutter
speed and panned to get
some part of the image in
focus and allow the rest to
blur and create the
impression of speed and
motion.  Sometimes I simply
had to make the best of what
I managed to capture.  It was
deeply challenging and great
fun.  Some of my favorite
images from the trip are the
running horses, mother and
foal (right), and guardiens.
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I made many, many mistakes but there were some lovely images
amid the 6000+ images I brought home.  Imperfect images are
not lost forever.  I had a number of images that were overexposed
or out of focus but the subject/composition was so interesting that
I worked intensely with them in Lightroom.  Sometimes I shifted
the image into black and white, upped the contrast, played with all
those sliders and came up with a final image that I found very
pleasing.  I had others that benefited from a heavy crop or
creative use of neutral density filters.  I have included a before
and after of an image to illustrate these ideas (below).

Photography workshops are a wonderful way to see the world,
especially if you travel alone.  Guides will take you to places that
most people never see and offer creative challenges that will
stretch your mind and your skills.  Don’t mistake it for a relaxing
vacation.  Your sleep will be disrupted, breakfast is often an

energy bar (though not in France. Croissants and fresh squeezed
orange juice sufficed) and you will be tired and dirty by the time
you stop for the day.  The rewards are much greater than the
trials.  The extensive, intensive practice will push your camera
skills to a new and exciting level.  Sharing and comparing images
with others on the trip will open new pathways for your own
creative journey.  You will see new places, meet interesting
people and have a wonderful time. The creative energy shared in
the group will carry over in the work you do when you return
home.

Jennifer King (our recent tremendous speaker) is leading a trip to
Camargue again in  June 20-27, 2020 if interested.  See website:
https://www.jenniferkingphoto.com/p/photoworkshops
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Apple Festival ………………………………………………………………………………….Bob Coffey
As we were photographing the Apple Festival 8K Run this year, I
recognized an older runner that I had photographed in previous
runs so I  approached him. The photograph of him that I had
submitted to the Chamber of Commerce back then looked, well,
pretty “mean”, even a bit scary, and I had later used it to depict
emotion in one of our CCoH critique sessions. I had even
converted it to monochrome for a more dramatic effect. I never
knew exactly what emotion he was expressing; perhaps he was
disappointed with his running time, maybe he was just exhausted
from the run, or perhaps he was really annoyed that someone was
taking his photo just at that moment.

He (Richard Hefner) broke the ice by saying how much he
appreciated this particular run because the sponsors always
provided free copies of the photos whereas many others charged
for them. He explained that he wrote a runners blog and rated the
various runs/races that he ran in this area and that he gave ours
an extra 10 points for free photos.

He mentioned one image of himself where he looked “mean” that
he had lifted from the Hendersonville Chamber of Commerce
website and posted on his blog site. I immediately realized that he
was describing the image that I had taken and I owned up to it. I
was not sure whether he liked it or was upset at being candidly
captured with a less-than-flattering expression and wanted to
express his feelings to the guilty party.

To my relief he said that he liked it a lot and that he had received
compliments after he posted it. Whew! Then he asked for copies
of any more shots that I had taken of him that day. I sent them and
we’ve since exchanged multiple messages. He has several sites
as follows:

Running Blog: http://TheOldRunner.com
Music Website: http://ezfolk.com
YouTube Channel: http://www.youtube.com/user/ezfolk777

https://www.procamapp.com/
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I’ve visited them and discovered that despite his “mean”
appearance, he is a serious runner, an articulate blog writer, a
systematic rater of the runs he attends, a talented  musician
(playing his claw hammer ukulele and singing a wide variety of
songs), a wannabe photographer and an all-round interesting guy
that I’ve enjoyed meeting. I invited him to visit our CCoH meetings,
but he graciously declined because he lives 100 miles away.

 The moral of this story is that you cannot (accurately) judge a
book by its (mean) cover. Once again, I’ve met a warm, gracious
person as the result of my photography, which is just another
reason why I enjoy photographing people so much.
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This image above is the dam at Highland Lake in Flat Rock (near Hendersonville, NC). I removed the foliage to see the mill wheel and
improve the center of interest. I converted the scene to an autumn scene to add greater visual interest.

This image of Campbell
Bridge (left) was taken
during the renovation of
the area several years ago.
I removed the black plastic
barrier and the white
roofing. Here again I
converted the scene to an
autumn scene to add
greater visual interest.
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I drove past this silo on the way to Dry Falls in North Carolina. I thought it had picture possibilities so I made a U-turn and went back
and shot it. The buffalo are from the Nelon Farm by the equestrian center that the club recently when to. Not being happy with just a
snapshot, I thought the scene needed some visual interest and subject matter so I added the fog/haze and the buffalo.
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This general store was also photographed on the way to Dry Falls. It's located on U.S. Route 64 on the way out of Hendersonville.
When I first saw this store I pictured it as part of a ghost town out west. So I proceeded to create the image. I added an old barn in the
distance and applied the text "Livery" to the front of it. One thing I did to the store was remove all the 20th/21st century items.
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Upcoming Exhibits and Workshops

Mountainlens Workshops  New since Last
newsletter

Unlock Your Creativity - A Smartphone Photography
Workshop - Jonathan Laurence (min 5 and max 8)
Oct 4 to 8th

Texture Workshop: Donna Eaton Oct 11-14

Autumn in the Blue Ridge Mountains:  David Simchock
Oct 17-21

Autumn in Abstract: Capturing Color & Light in the
Landscape: Susanna Euston - Oct 26-28

Book Design for Photographers - Brian Peterson -
Nov 1-4

Ultimate Nature Lover’s Workshop - Brian Peterson -
April 11-14, 2019

Smart Phone Camera Photography with the Sauciers

Oct 20th 9am - 3pm $120 at the Cradle of Forestry

Workshop Announcement

Susanna Euston’s Artistry Workshop, “Autumn in Abstract:
Capturing Color & Light in the Landscape,” is coming up on
October 26-27-28, 2018 at Mountain Lens Retreat, Hendersonville,
NC.

Join her to learn in-camera techniques for creating abstract images
as you explore Autumn's brilliant yellows, oranges, and reds; the
light at all times of the day; and in whatever weather conditions are
present to capture the many faces of the season. We'll grow in our
appreciation of the dynamics of the color and light that embellish
forms in the landscape, and use them as primary tools supporting
our visual stories. You’ll learn to create abstract images that Wow!

Learn more

 Pisgah Forest in Autumn Rain  Pisgah Forest in Sun

https://www.procamapp.com/
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End Notes and New Member Galleries

Legal Stuff
Contents of this newsletter are copyrighted 2018 by the Camera Club of Hendersonville,
NC or it’s members except where noted.  All image copyrights are held by the
photographer.  You may not copy, distribute for hire, or use for commercial gain any
contents of this newsletter without the explicit written permission of the copyright holder.
Any links to external websites provided in this newsletter are provided as a courtesy.
They should not be construed as an endorsement by the Camera Club of Hendersonville
of the content or views of the linked materials.  The information contained is for general
information purposes only.  The information is provided by the Camera Club of
Hendersonville, a not-for-profit organization, and while we endeavor to keep the
information up to date and correct, we make no representations or warranties of any kind.

Your Input is Requested
The newsletter requests your input.  We are
looking for:

● Inspirational photographers outside our
area to be profiled in future newsletters

● Tips or tricks

● Interesting apps for smart phones

● Before and after post editing shots with
a brief overview of what was done

● Upcoming photography contests or
exhibits

● Favorite Locations near or far

● Favorite Subject matter

● Anything you think would be of interest
to your fellow photographers!

Submit material to CCOHnews@gmail.com
by the 20th of the month to be included in
the following month’s newsletter.
Submission guidelines

Online Magazine Submitted by Herk Schmidt

Link to the magazine at:
http://digitalmag.rangefinderonline.com/rangefinder/september_
2018/MobilePagedReplica.action?pm=2&folio=Cover#pg1

A link to RangeFinder’s fine art photos of 2018:  click here

“Rangefinder (Rf), the award-winning monthly magazine for
wedding and portrait photographers, has been covering the
photographic inducstry for more than 60 years……Rangefinder’s
family of photo contests covers a broad range of fields and
experience, and has a reputation for prestige and value”  See more of
the contests (from the Rf website)

https://www.procamapp.com/
mailto:CCOHnews@gmail.com
 http://www.cameraclubofhendersonville.com/newsletter-submission-guidelines
http://digitalmag.rangefinderonline.com/rangefinder/september_2018/MobilePagedReplica.action?pm=2&folio=Cover#pg1
http://digitalmag.rangefinderonline.com/rangefinder/september_2018/MobilePagedReplica.action?pm=2&folio=Cover#pg1
http://www.shutterloveonline.com/contest_galleries/rffineart/2018/#main
http://www.shutterloveonline.com/contest_galleries/rffineart/2018/#main
http://www.shutterloveonline.com/contest_galleries/rffineart/2018/#main
https://www.rangefinderonline.com/Contests/
https://www.rangefinderonline.com/Contests/
www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com

